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Guest Lecture on Internet 
of Things 

Using IBM Watson IoT 
Platform 

 

The objective of organizing the event is to introduce our students 

to the latest technology and developments taking place through the IBM 

Platform in the world. Students of TEIT class have an IoT and cloud 

computing subjects in their curriculum; hence the main objective of the 
lecture is to give them ideas for exploring the projects of IoT using cloud 

computing. 

The speaker Mr. Yuktesh Chintamadaka, Developer Advocate, 

IBM, Hyderabad was the resource person. He has 10 years of experience 
in IBM as a Community Manager with a demonstrated history of working 

in the information technology and services industry as a tech specialist 

and currently responsible for the IBM Developer Ecosystem Team in the 

capacity of developer allocate. He is actively working with the startup 
community as influencing the adoption of IBM technologies of Cloud and 

the Cognitive classes. Prior to this engagement he has worked full time 

with academic initiatives to various universities and visited more than 

120 engineering colleges across India to embrace IBM Cloud in the 
respective curriculum. 

The session was very informative for the students as the speaker 

first introduced IBM’s “Call For Code” challenge which focuses on 
developing open source technology solutions to mitigate the impact of 
natural disasters, then he started from basics of cloud-like “What is the 

cloud?”, and then with a good introduction about cloud computing and  

“Cloud Service Models”, he entered in the IBM platform with showing 
the hands-on working of the platform. The demonstration of creating a 
Node-red Application and making the connection of the device to the 

Watson-IoT sensor simulator is shown with the steps. At the end of the 

lecture, the speaker also enlightened the students about today’s 
recruitment requirements in the industry. He also shared his files and 
details related to this session with our students through the GitHub 

platform.  

 

DATE: 23/04/2021 

Student Feedback and Benefits 

Students enjoyed getting introduced to the IBM platform, and the session 

was informative about upcoming trends with hands-on experience of IBM 

Platform, so students liked this part the most from the session. As a 

beneficial point, students got an idea for exploring the projects of IoT 

using cloud platform, and also the details about developing IBM’s “Call 

For Code” open source technology solutions to mitigate the impact of 
natural disasters. 
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